ADVANCED MASTER AIRPORT MANAGEMENT

IN BRIEF

Type of diploma : Advanced Masters
Ministry field : Science and Technology

Presentation

Content and objectives

The “Advanced Master” in Airport Management was set up in 1989 by ENAC in response to requests from professionals in this field. The particularly important role played by airports in the context of air transport liberalisation, opening up of ground handling to competition, wide range of activities involved in airport operations, increasing importance of questions bearing on security and environmental impact, competition between different airports and economic problems in general as well as those specific to an activity sector – which today plays a major role in the national economy – are all factors which call for highly skilled managers to run and develop every airport. This “Advanced Master” aims at training these specialists, who are highly valued and sought after by the airport sector.

For more information about "Advanced Master" delivered by ENAC, please click here.

Organization

- Academic part (Mandatory)
  - EA6003E - Aircraft and AirTransport System
  - DJ6004E - Regulatory Framework in the Air Transport Industry
  - EC6003E - Air Transport Economics
  - EA6010E - Sustainable development of air transport
  - EC6001E - Air Transport Security
  - EA6015E - Airport Design and Operation Master Plan
  - SA6006E - Airport Certification and Safety
  - EA6006E - Passenger Terminals
  - EC6004E - Developing Extra Aeronautical Activities
  - SH6001E - Human resources management in airports
  - EC6005E - Airport Financial Management
  - EA6004E - Ground-Handling

MORE INFO

Level : Year 6 higher education – Advanced master

Type of education
  - Full-time
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· OP6005E - Airport operations and service quality
· SH6004E - Airport Crisis Management
· EC6006E - Airport strategy
· SC6000E - Project Management
· End of studies project (Mandatory)
· TX5900 - End of studies project

Professional insertion

Professional prospects and career opportunities

Training given through the “Advanced Master” in Airport Management prepares students for the full range of positions of responsibility within airport management: operations, marketing, management, finance and human resources.

Organizational unit

ENAC - Ecole nationale de l'aviation civile

Places

Toulouse

Person in charge

SCHAAL Anne-Marie
anne-marie.schaal@enac.fr
Phone +33 5 62 17 42 20

CHAUVIN Michel
michel.chauvin@enac.fr
Phone +33 (0)5 62 17 46 71